HRCU Cookie Policy
Holy Rosary Credit Union is committed to protecting and respecting your privacy. We provide our
members, and our website visitors, the option of accepting cookies on our website. Our Cookie Policy
provides information of what cookies are and, how and why we use them. This policy is subject to
change at any time. The latest version can always be viewed by visiting this page.
What are Cookies?
Cookies are text files with small pieces of data stored on your device, such as the device you are
using or a username/password. Cookies are designed to improve your web browsing experience by
recognizing you are a returning visitor and maintain your preferences on websites. Cookies can also help
ensure marketing you see online is more relevant to you and your interests.
Why does HRCU use Cookies?
HRCU uses cookies to enhance your browsing experience on HRCU’s sites. A more enhanced
browsing experience can provide you with more personalized content based on the products, services,
and other interactions you have with HRCU on our sites. HRCU also utilizes cookies to analyze our
website traffic, and for tracking data to monitor visitor behavior, such as what is being clicked, viewed,
and submitted.
Do you have to accept Cookies?
You may be able to set your browser to reject browser cookies. Rejecting cookies may affect the
functionality HRCU can provide when visiting our sites. Using an updated browser will provide you with
a cookie management tool within the browser settings. Using that tool may allow you to delete, reject
or retain cookies for specific browsing sessions. It is recommended that you refer to information
supplied by your browser provider for more specific information, including but not limited to, how to
use those cookie management tools.
Cookie Categories
1. Strictly Necessary Cookies: This type of cookie is essential as they enable you to move
around HRCU sites and use their features, such as accessing secured areas and areas
requiring a login. These cookies are generally only created in response to actions that you
take that result in a request for services. Strictly Necessary cookies do not store any
personal identifying information.
2. Performance Cookies: This type of cookie collects information about how you have used
HRCU websites, such as the number of visits and where website traffic is coming from.
These cookies help us measure and improve our website performances and monitor traffic
to individual pages within the website.
3. Functionality Cookies: This type of cookie enables HRCU websites to tailor and personalize
your experience by enhancing features and content.
4. Targeting Cookies: This type of cookie uniquely identifies your browser and internet device.
This cookie does not store personal information. These can be used to deliver content that is
relative to you and your interests.
For additional information related to your personal information and privacy, please see HRCU’s
Privacy Policy.
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